PRESS RELEASE

The Athens Stock Exchange welcomes ElvalHalcor

Trading in the shares of ElvalHalcor, on the Main Market of the Athens Stock Exchange, started today. This trading refers to the new shares, deriving from the merger by absorption, of Elval by Halcor.

The official start of today's trading session was implemented by Theodossius Papageorgopoulos, Chairman of the Board of Directors of ElvalHalcor, Lambros Varouchas, General Manager of the Aluminium Rolling Division and Pericles Sapountzis, General Manager of the Copper Tubes Division.

ElvalHalcor is a modern and dynamic metals processing company, with an international reach and high specialization in aluminium and copper. The company has over 80 years' experience and know-how and derived in 2017 from the merger of two leading Greek companies, Elval - one of the largest European aluminium rolling companies and Halcor - the largest copper tubes producer in Europe.

ElvalHalcor possesses a strong production base, with 12 modern production units, in Greece, Bulgaria and Turkey and has a strong export orientation, with a substantial commercial presence in over 102 countries.

ElvalHalcor is at the cutting edge of technology, in the fields it is active, with substantial investment plans implemented, for equipment modernization and production procedures in its plants, while it employs skilled and experienced technical and scientific personnel. It is an important player in the non-ferrous metals industry and meets effectively the challenges of a constantly changing environment.

A short corporate presentation followed the ceremony.

Athens, February 1, 2018

About ElvalHalcor:

ElvalHalcor S.A. Hellenic Copper and Aluminium Industry is a leading global industrial producer of aluminium and copper. The Company was formed in December 2017 via a merger by absorption of Elval Hellenic Aluminium Industry S.A., a leading international aluminium rolling company, by Halcor Metal Works S.A., the largest copper tubes producer in Europe. ElvalHalcor Hellenic Copper and Aluminium Industry is part of the aluminium and the copper processing and trading segment of Viohalco S.A., the holding company of various metal processing companies in Europe.

For more information about our company, please visit our website at www.elvalhalcor.com

About Athens Exchange Group
Athens Exchange Group (ATHEX Group), provides support to the Greek Capital Market. Operates the organized equities and derivatives markets, the alternative market and performs clearing and settlement of trades. Offers financing tools and solutions to companies, expands investor choice by providing a safe, stable and easy environment in full alignment with international practices and the European regulatory framework.